
Translation Instructions 

Overview 
We have a phone app that translates medical prescriptions into other languages using Google’s translation service. 
However, sometimes Google’s translation isn’t very good. Therefore we need to find the words and phrases that 
Google has problems translating, so that we can translate them properly in our app. 

We have given you 2 spreadsheets: 

 aaaa-full.xlsx 
 aaaa-partial.xlsx 

where ‘aaaa’ is the name of the language. E.g French-full.xlsx 

There is a video showing what to do https://youtu.be/vlY-hFguxNE  

The text in this document explains it in more detail. 

 

The Process 
Your job is to look through every line in the aaaa-full.xlsx file and check whether the text in column 1 has been 
translated adequately by Google in column 2. 
It doesn’t have to be the absolute perfect translation. It just has to be good enough to be understood. 

If the Google translation isn’t good enough then there are two possible solutions: 

1. Partial replacement 
Only need to replace one word, or a short phrase, in the exact same spot as the incorrect word or phrase. 
Add your changes to aaaa-partial.xlsx  (See detailed instructions below) 
 

2. Full replacement 
The order of words needs to change, or there are so many problems that the whole text needs to be 
replaced. 
Add your changes to the 3rd column of aaaa-full.xlsx   (See detailed instructions below) 

When you find a bad translation you first step is to decide whether it can be fixed with a partial replacement, or 
whether it needs a full replacement. 

 

Partial Replacements 

 
It’s a partial replacement if all of the following conditions are true: 

1. It’s only a single word, or a short phrase of consecutive words, that need to be replaced. 
2. The word/phrase can be replaced in exactly the same place and none of the other words around need to be 

changed or moved. 
3. The word that you’re replacing isn’t likely to be used legitimately in a prescription. 

For example, if google translated ‘tablet’ into the word for ‘ipad’ instead of the word for ‘pill’, then it’s okay 
to replace all occurrences of ‘ipad’ with ‘pill’ because the word ‘ipad’ is never going to be legitimately used 
on a prescription. However, if the word ‘eye’ was translated to the word for ‘nose’ then we can’t just replace 
the word for ‘nose’ with the word for ‘eye’ because sometimes the doctor really does want to use the word 
for ‘nose’. 



For example:   

“Take one tablet three times per day before meals” 
“aaaa bbb xxxxxxx ccccc dddd eee ffffff gggggg iiii” 

These are partial: 

 If ‘tablet’ is translated into ‘xxxxxxx’ but it should be translated into ‘yyyyyyy’  
e.g. “aaaa bbb yyyyyyyy ccccc dddddd eee ffffff gggggg iiii” 
 

 If ‘times per day’ was translated into ‘dddddd eee ffffff’ but should be translated into ‘jjj kkk’ 
e.g. “aaaa bbb xxxxxxx ccccc jjj kkk gggggg iiii” 
 

Even if there’s more than one partial replacement in a single line, they still remain partial 
replacements! 
 

About aaaa-partial.xlsx 

When you find a partial replacements add a line to the aaaaa-partial.xlsx file 

1. Column 1 put the English word or phrase 
It doesn’t have to be exact because we won’t actually use this when translating---it’s just so we know what 
the foreign word means 

2. Column 2 put the incorrect translation 
this must be exact because our app will do a search for this text and replace it with what you type into 
column 3 

3. Column 3 put the improved translation. 

 

 

 

Full Replacements 

Anything that is not a partial replacement is a full replacement. 

For example:   

“Take one tablet three times per day before meals” 
“aaaa bbb xxxxxxx ccccc dddd eee ffffff gggggg iiii” 

These are examples of full replacements: 

 If ‘times per day’ was translated into ‘dddddd eee ffffff’ but should be translated into ‘jjj … kkk’ 
e.g. “aaaa bbb xxxxxxx jjj ccccc kkk gggggg iiii” 
 



 If ‘times per day’ was translated into ‘dddddd eee ffffff’ but should be translated into ‘jjj kkk’ 
(before the (ccccc) 
e.g. “aaaa bbb xxxxxxx jjj kkk ccccc gggggg iiii” 
 

 If none of the words are wrong, but they are in the wrong position 
e.g. “aaaa bbb xxxxxxx dddd eee ffffff ccccc gggggg iiii” 
 

About aaaa-full.xlsx 

If you find a full replacement you must type the correct translation in the 3rd column of the aaaa-full.xlsx file. And if 
you want to write any explanation, put it in the 4th column 

1. Column 1  The English text  - don’t change 
2. Column 2 Google’s translated text  - don’t change 
3. Column 3 Put your improved translation 
4. Column 4 Put any explanation if you need one 

Columns 3 and 4 are empty, to start with. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


